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Nanocomposite gels were formed by mixing organically modified clay into a linear, end-functionalized

polymer (dicarboxyl-terminated polybutadiene). Two differently sized but otherwise similar

counterions were chosen for preparing the organoclay. Hydrogen bonding between polymer and clay

causes the polymer/clay interface to grow by splitting the clay aggregates into smaller clay particles,

then swelling these particles, exfoliating the clay sheets, and eventually assuming a stable dispersion in

the polymer matrix. The clay with the larger counterion exfoliates faster, but does not form the stronger

network (lower modulus, lower yield stress), and it needs more clay to reach its gel point (percolation

threshold fc). These seemingly contradictory observations (fast exfoliation but weak gel and later gel

point) are attributed to steric effects of the larger macro-counterion. Parameters of the study are clay

concentration f and distance from the gel point. The low frequency linear viscoelastic behavior was

analyzed using a percolation model (near fc) and a power law in concentration (far above fc). The use

of two different organoclays allows comparison of the observed phenomena. The extent of agreement

between experimental data and known models was used to theorize that the particle–polymer

interactions are the controlling factor in the increasing solid-like behavior with increasing clay content.
1. Introduction

Properties of polymer/clay nanocomposites range from the very

soft to the very hard. The combination of large surface area, high

particle aspect ratio, strong particle–particle and/or particle–

polymer interaction, in combination with nanoscale effects

renders polymer–clay nanocomposites with superior thermal

stability, gas/water barrier, and mechanical and optical proper-

ties which are not associated with pristine polymers and/or

conventional filler/polymer materials.1–10 This study is concerned

with very soft physical gels that form a sample-spanning clay/

polymer network structure which can be tuned by steric effects of

macro-counterions on the clay surface. The study expands the

work of Sun and coworkers11–15 who have developed a new class

of low molecular weight telechelic polymer/organoclay nano-

composites by simply compounding hydroxyl-terminated poly-

butadiene (HTPB) or carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene

(CTPB) with montmorillonite clay that was organically modified

with a cationic surfactant. For a clay concentration of up to

10 wt%, the exfoliation of such clay/polymer systems does not

require mechanical energy input.

Zhu et al.13 demonstrated that the number of alkyl tails of

organic modifier is crucial for achieving a high degree of clay

exfoliation at clay loadings up to 10 wt%. The single alkyl tail

modified organoclay in CTPB requires heating above 80 �C to

effectively overcome an energy barrier to exfoliation while the
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clay, which was treated with a counterion with two alkyl tails,

exfoliates at 26 �C already. Time-resolved rheometry showed the

growth of the gel modulus and the decay of the characteristic

relaxation time during structural ripening of such a nano-

composite gel,15,16 consisting of CTPB and organoclay contain-

ing one alkyl tail.

Montmorillonite as used in the above model system is a prime

example of a layered silicate (clay) for preparing nano-

composites. The hydrophilic montmorillonite requires special

conditioning to enhance its affinity with a hydrophobic (in most

applications) polymer matrix. Surfactants, such as aliphatic

amines or alkylphosphonium, commonly serve as organic

modifiers to lower the clay surface energy to make it more

compatible with the polymer. This furthers the diffusion of

polymer chains into the clay galleries thereby expanding the

interlayer spacing. This process is called intercalation. Eventu-

ally, clay particles exfoliate, i.e. they brake up into silicate sheets

which randomly disperse throughout the nanocomposite.

Exfoliation is preferred to intercalation since it maximizes

physical properties. Exfoliation may be achieved in many

different ways such as in situ intercalative polymerization,17–20

emulsion polymerization,21,22 sol–gel template synthesis,23–25 and

melt compounding.26–30 Uniform dispersion often requires the

aid of mechanical or thermal energy input as provided through

single/twin screw extruders, shear mixers, or ultrasonicators.

Optimum nanocomposite end-use performance was sought

through suitable processing parameters (temperature, pressure,

residence time, shear intensity) and/or composition variations

(polymer matrix, polymer molecular weight, chemistry of

organic modifier, compatibilizer).26,27,29,31

Small angle X-ray diffraction (SAXD) and transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM) are two sensitive techniques for
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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characterizing the microstructure of polymer/clay nano-

composites. Rheology, first as a complementary measurement,

has proven to be an advantageous tool for assessing the evolving

dispersion states of silicates,32 the role of particle–particle and

particle–polymer interaction,33–35 and sol–gel transition.36–38

Most of these studies focus on properties of the final structure.

In this study, a UMass–UNanjing collaboration, we investi-

gated the dependence of organoclay/CTPB rheology on coun-

terion size and clay content. Two types of macro-counterions of

similar composition but different size were used for comparison.

The main parameters of this study are the ripening time, the

modulus, and the critical strain. Observed trends and rheological

data were fitted to the empirical and fundamental models for the

intermolecular behavior of a nanocomposite.
Fig. 1 Evolution of G0 of 8 wt% clay/CTPB for DK1 (a) and DK4 (b)

during structural ripening while ramping the temperature between 26 and

116 �C at 2 K min�1. SAOS frequency: 1 rad s�1. Heating and cooling are

indicated in the legend.
2. Experiment

Material

The ‘‘sticky’’ end-functionalized polymer is a dicarboxyl-termi-

nated 1,4-polybutadiene oligomer (CTPB) with Mn ¼ 4200

(Aldrich Chemical). The CTPB was stabilized to prevent the

degradation during rheological experiments at elevated temper-

atures.39 CTPB is a fluid at room temperature which is advan-

tageous for performing the ripening experiments (no solvent

needs to be added). The two types of organically modified

montmorillonite clay, purchased from Fenghong Clay Corp.

(China), are denoted as DK1 and DK4. The organic modifier of

DK1, the counterion octadecyltrimethylammonium (C18A)

chloride, has a single alkyl tail in comparison to the two alkyl

tails of the organic modifier of DK4, dio-

ctadecyldimethylammonium (D18A) chloride. The initial inter-

lamellar spacing of the two clays is 2.3 nm and 3.8 nm,

respectively. For preparing a small batch of the organoclay

(C18–clay), 10.0 g of industrially purified pristine montmoril-

lonite (cation exchange capacity of 1 mequiv g�1) gets dispersed

into 1000 mL of distilled water at 87 �C for cation exchange with

3.5 g (equal to 1 mequiv g�1) of octadecyltrimethylammonium

chloride for 12 h. Washing with distilled water, checking with

a 0.1 N AgNO3 solution for residual Cl� ions, and drying at

87 �C for 12 h finalizes the process. The number density of

counterions is determined by the charge density on the clay

surface. Because of this, an equal number density for DK1 and

DK4 is assumed. DK1 and DK4 were prepared with the same

raw clay. The same cation exchange capability of the raw

material means a similar modifier density. The mass coverage by

the counterions therefore is proportional to the size of the

counterion which is higher for DK4.

The organoclay/CTPB nanocomposites were prepared by

gently and quickly mixing metered amounts of clay with CTPB in

a disposable vial at ambient temperature (15–20 �C) as described

by Zhu et al.13 While maintaining quiescent conditions, the

structure ripens into a stable clay dispersion (denoted as ‘‘SCD’’

in the following) as has been demonstrated previously.11–15 The

resulting nanocomposites are highly exfoliated for clay contents

up to 10 wt%. An irreversible SCD was achieved by heating the

freshly mixed samples in the rheometer at a heating rate of 2 K

min�1 with an upper temperature in the range of 26–116 �C as

parameter. For DK1/CTPB, the highly exfoliated SCD can only
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
form when the ripening temperature is above a critical value

($80 �C). This temperature protocol has proven to successfully

accelerate the ripening and ensure the fully developed SCD.12

The slow ramp rate not only allows abundant ripening time, but

also avoids shear and/or quench-cracking of the structure.

The unique physical and chemical properties of such polymer/

clay colloids depend on the dispersion state of the clay nano-

structure and the polymer–clay interaction.40–42 Much is known

about such polymer/clay systems.4,8,43,44 This is advantageous for

using the nanocomposite as model system.

Rheometry

The rheological measurements were performed on a strain-

controlled rheometer (ARES; TA Instruments Corp.) with

a torque transducer that autoranges between the full-scale of

200 g cm�1 with a 0.02 g cm�1 resolution and 2000 g cm�1 with

a 0.2 g cm�1 resolution. The 2000 g cm�1 full scale is needed for

large strain amplitude when determining the critical strain of the

linear viscoelastic behavior for the most viscous composites.

Cone-and-plate geometry of 50 mm diameter and 0.04 rad cone

angle was chosen to ensure a uniform shear profile throughout

the samples. 50 mm diameter parallel plates were preferred for

samples with high clay content that made gap setting difficult for

the cone-and-plate geometry (sample thicknesses between

0.5 mm and 1.0 mm). Agreement between the parallel-plate and

the cone-and-plate data was found within the acceptable toler-

ance for mechanical spectroscopy, suggesting that wall-slip

artifacts are negligible. The strain amplitude g of small amplitude

oscillatory shear (SAOS) was adjusted in the range of 0.001–

0.005 according to the clay content. As selection criterion, g was

kept within the linear viscoelasticity region while being large

enough for obtaining reasonable signal intensities at the experi-

mental frequencies (0.01–100 rad s�1) and temperatures (26–

116 �C). The ARES gap auto-adjust function served to

compensate the thermal expansion of the rheometer fixtures so

that the sample thickness stayed constant over the large

temperature range.

3. Results

Rheology of structural ripening during first heating

The structural ripening process in a freshly mixed sample accel-

erates at elevated temperatures. This expresses itself in a strong

growth of the dynamic moduli (see Fig. 1) due to the
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 2442–2448 | 2443
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Fig. 2 Evolution of reduced G0 of clay/CTPB for DK1 (a) and DK4 (b)

in 1st heating cycle of the structural ripening. Temperature range: 26–

116 �C; ramp rate: 2 K min�1. SAOS frequency: 1 rad s�1. Parameter is the

clay content as indicated in the legend. At low clay content, the network

connectivity is particularly weak, causing intensive noise in the rheo-

logical data, especially at early stages of ripening.

Fig. 3 Storage modulus G0 and loss modulus G00 of 9 wt% DK4/CTPB

SCD nanocomposites as a function of strain amplitude g of small

amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS). The angular frequency is 10 rad s�1;

T ¼ 26 �C.

Fig. 4 Effect of clay content on fully exfoliated SCD rheology: time–

temperature superposed dynamic moduli of DK1/CTPB (a and b) and

DK4/CTPB (c and d). The reference temperature is 26 �C.
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intercalation/exfoliation of the clay and the gradual formation of

a three-dimensional network of clay sheets that is connected by

attached polymer molecules (bridge molecules). Nearly all of the

structuring occurs in the first heating. Subsequent heating and

cooling cycles have little impact on G0 (curves overlap), sug-

gesting that the sample practically reaches its final, stable clay

dispersion structure (SCD) during the first heating.

For the first heating, the common features of structural

ripening at various clay content are best visualized through

appropriate scaling of the data. The reduced storage modulus,

G
0

red ¼
G
0 � G

0
min

G
0
max � G

0
min

(1)

allows comparison of the data. G0min and G0max are the lowest

and highest G0 values during the first temperature ramp at each

respective clay content. In Fig. 2, G0red data follow the same

general evolution for all compositions. Nanocomposites with less

than 7 wt% clay are not shown. Two distinct regimes occur due to

two competing effects: (I) modulus increase due to the interca-

lation and exfoliation of clay which facilitates the formation of

the clay–polymer network, and (II) increased chain mobility at

elevated temperature which reduces the modulus. DK1/CTPB

and DK4/CTPB both show the increasing trend in the regime I

below 90 �C. The increased mobility in region II is more apparent

for DK4/CTPB, suggesting that DK4 clay sheets exfoliate more

readily and SCD establishes itself earlier. G0red of DK1/CTPB

levels off in regime II, suggesting that the network continues to

form and, thus, structure build-up compensates the softening

effect of the high temperatures; this verifies the transition

temperature of 80 �C for DK1/CTPB as reported previously.14

Linear viscoelasticity of the stable clay dispersion (SCD)

structure

In preparation of dynamic mechanical characterization of the

fully developed SCD composites, we determined the critical

strain amplitude gc at 26 �C. The strain sweep for a 9 wt% DK4/

CTPB sample illustrates the typical strain dependence of G0 and

G00 in Fig. 3. The critical strain gc is experimentally chosen as the

amplitude at which G0 deviates more than 5% from its maximum

value.45 Increased clay content reduces the critical strain as dis-

cussed further below. Samples after strain sweeps were discarded

and not subject to further rheological study, since the disordered
2444 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 2442–2448
SCD structure seems to never completely rejuvenate once

destroyed by a large shear strain amplitude at the end of a strain

sweep.

A sequence of many SAOS frequency sweeps between 0.01 and

100 rad s�1 was conducted on a single newly exfoliated SCD

sample. This was necessary to avoid any subtle batch-to-batch

differences due to preparation variability. Time–temperature

superposition of data at 26 �C, 40 �C, 50 �C, 60 �C, 70 �C, 80 �C,

90 �C, and 100 �C resulted in the G0, G00 master curves at 26 �C of

Fig. 4. These master curves were generated with the aid of the

IRIS rheology platform.46

When studying the effect of dispersed clay sheets on the steady

rheological behavior, it has been argued that presenting the

steady state viscosity as a function of shear stress (instead of the

shear rate) is a better way to show difference in the low shear

Newtonian plateau and the following shear thinning region.32,47–49

Recently, Winter50 proposed that the shear stress value of steady

shear flow, s( _g), is equivalent to the complex modulus value from

SAOS, G*(u) ¼ (G02 + G002)1/2. This gets utilized when plotting

dynamic mechanical data as h*(G*) (referred to as ‘‘Winter
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 5 Effect of clay content on fully exfoliated SCD rheology: complex

viscosity h* as function of complex modulus G* (Winter plot): (a) DK1/

CTPB and (b) DK4/CTPB. Same experimental data as in preceding

figure.

Fig. 6 Plot of the storage modulus G0 measured in the low frequency

regime (by extrapolation to 0 rad s�1) vs. clay content (wt%) for DK1/

CTPB and DK4/CTPB composites. Square legend: DK1/CTPB (26 �C),

circle legend: DK4/CTPB (26 �C). Solid lines are the nonlinear regression

according to the eqn (2). Only the data in the range of 3 wt% to 6 wt% is

used for the fitting.
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plot’’50) instead of the conventional h*(u) plot. In Fig. 5, the effect

of organoclay modifiers on the dynamic rheological properties

becomes more apparent as the clay content increases. A yield

stress is determined only when a steep upturn exists in the h*(G*)

curve. For both DK1/CTPB and DK4/CTPB, the yield behavior

is apparent when the clay content is above 5 wt%.
4. Discussion

We start the data analysis by hypothesizing a molecular mech-

anism for the physical gelation. We assume that the three

dimensional network is formed by tie molecules (also called

‘‘bridge molecules’’) that connect clay particles or, later on, clay

sheets into a three dimensional network. With increasing density

of tie molecules, the modulus of the gel increases. The tie mole-

cules are assumed to connect directly onto the clay instead of

onto the macro-counterions on clay surfaces. The main functions

of the macro-counterions (for organically modifying the clay) are

four fold:

- neutralizing the charge of the clay surface,

- sterically separating the clay sheets,

- forming a compatible blend with the matrix molecules,

- providing an environment of thermal motion that allows

diffusion of matrix molecules.

The two types of counterions are very similar. The main

difference between the two is the steric effect which is larger for

the two-armed DK4 than for DK1. The counterion of DK4 is

also slightly more compatible with the CTPB then the counterion

of DK1.13 Based on this hypothesis, we had defined the objective

of this study which focuses on increased steric effects on the

rheology of nanocomposite gels. The larger counterion (used for

DK4) results in faster exfoliation, weaker network, higher

percolation threshold, and a lower yield stress as will be discussed

next.

The polymer/clay network of this study seems to behave

similar as clay networks with direct particle–particle interaction.

An empirical percolation model stemming from such colloidal

suspension networks has been successfully employed to explain

the modulus growth for polymer/clay nanocomposites with

strong inter-particle interactions.32,43,45 As the clay content is

above a threshold value, single clay platelets (corresponding to

exfoliation) and/or primary particles (corresponding to interca-

lation) can assemble into a connected network in the continuous

polymer matrix with connectivity based on the high surface area
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
and aspect ratio of dispersed clay layers. The network behaves

like a weak solid and exhibits properties of a fractal structure.35,45

A scaling relation has been proposed for the divergence of low

frequency elastic modulus as

G0 f (f � fPer)
v, for (f � fPer) > 0, (2)

where v is the power-law exponent; f is the clay content, and fPer

is the percolation threshold at which the connection structure

spanning the whole sample is first time formed. In this paper f is

measured by the weight fraction instead of the usual volume

fraction due to the lack of accurate clay density data. (f � fPer)

marks the distance beyond the percolation threshold. Fig. 6

shows the evaluation of the percolation model for the low clay

content nanocomposites. The storage moduli of both, DK1/

CTPB and DK4/CTPB, fit the percolation model quite closely.

As a result of the fitting, the determined percolation threshold

fPer is about 3 wt% (�1.6 vol%) and 4 wt% (�2.1 vol%) with

power law exponents 2.63 and 0.83 for DK1/CTPB and DK4/

CTPB, respectively.

Vermant et al.32 related the percolation threshold to the

dispersion state of clay in a polymer matrix (non-sticky). Higher

exfoliation degree meant a more open fractal structure, resulting

in a lower percolation threshold. This correlation does not apply

here since both DK1/CTPB and DK4/CTPB are highly exfoli-

ated in the SCD state.13 Cassagnau43 pointed out that the

percolation threshold may depend on the type of surfactant used

to modify clay organophilic capability and/or on the compati-

bilizers used to enhance clay affinity with the polymer matrix.

Beyond the threshold, soft solid behavior governs with

a pronounced increase of the dynamic moduli whose origin is still

subject of debate,51–53 however, polymer–particle interactions

have been identified as the most important factor.13,14,43,54,55

The pioneering theoretical work of Balazs et al.41,56–58 and of

Farmer59 proposes that end-functional groups of telechelic

polymer chains can serve as surface-active or ‘sticker’ sites in

which oxygen strongly attracts to hydroxyls of clay sheets,

provided that its chain ends get sufficiently close to a clay surface.
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 2442–2448 | 2445
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Fig. 7 Schematic conformations of end functional polymer chains in

dispersed clay sheets according to Malvaldi et al.60 classification. Seven

possible chain conformations are: BT ¼ bulk tail (including free open

chains), BL ¼ bulk loop, ST ¼ surface tail, SL ¼ surface loop, CCB ¼
cluster–cluster bridge, SSB¼ surface–surface bridge and SCB ¼ surface–

cluster bridge. Each chain can be classified to one or multiple confor-

mations listed above, but not all chains are labeled here to prevent

crowding. The counterions are not shown.
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Malvaldi et al.60 discussed seven possible states of telechelic

polymer chains in the confined space between clay sheets for

molecular dynamic simulation purpose (referred to as Malvaldi

et al. classification), see Fig. 7. In general, polymer chain end

group might aggregate in bulk (end linking) or adsorb on the clay

surface. The physical network of this study seems to get its

connectivity from surface–surface bridge (SSB) chains while end

linking (CCB) and surface–cluster bridges (weak ‘indirect’ SCB

cross-links) seem to be negligible. Surface loops (SLs) do not

contribute to the connection but contribute to the steric sepa-

ration of clay sheets. The overall strength of the particle–polymer

network is determined by a subtle balance between steric sepa-

ration effects and particle–particle gluing by bridge molecules.

Two long hydrophilic tails (D18A) offer a better compatibility

with CTPB when compared with one long tail (C18A). This has

been validated via the turbidity comparison between C18A/

CTPB mixtures and D18A/CTPB mixtures by Zhu et al.13

However, the two alkyl tails of D18A which will hinder the end-

functionalized groups of CTPB contacting with the clay surface.

The chance of CTPB chains taking SSB and SCB conformations

at DK4 surfaces is lower than that at DK1 surfaces. A weak

polymer–particle network results in a higher percolation

threshold. Here the explanation is only qualitative, further

thermodynamic analysis of impact of organic modifier on the

distribution of chain formations lies beyond the scope of the

present work.

Master curves of the storage and loss moduli (G0, G00) for

CTPB nanocomposites of various DK1/DK4 clay contents and

pure CTPB are compared in Fig. 4. The dispersed clay sheets

affect the linear viscoelastic response of nanocomposites in two

aspects: dynamic moduli increasing in the whole frequency range

and the solid-like behavior at low frequency. Pure CTPB is fully

relaxed and exhibits characteristic liquid-like terminal behavior,

showing the power-law dependence on frequency, and the power

exponents are noted on plots. As the clay content is raised above

the percolation threshold, there is an apparent plateau in G0 at

low frequency range which is typical for solid behavior. This

suggests the emergence of a network structure consisting of

particle–particle attraction and/or particle–polymer interaction.

Dynamic moduli of clay/CTPB nanocomposites are two or three
2446 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 2442–2448
orders of magnitude higher than for pure CTPB, depending on

the clay content. For nanocomposites that form a network

structure due to direct particle–particle interaction, it has been

observed that the difference between dynamic moduli of nano-

composites and pure polymer vanishes as frequency increases,

since the polymer matrix contributes more strongly to the linear

viscoelastic behavior at high frequencies.32,37,61 The fact that

differences between dynamic moduli of our nanocomposites and

those of pure CTPB remain at high frequencies suggests a strong

or dominant particle–polymer interaction.

The origin of the solid behavior in nanocomposites is still

controversial. In addition to the widely accepted fractal network

of dispersed clay sheets,32,34,35,62 solid properties have been

attributed to the confined polymer chains between silicate

layers.45,63–66 Galgali et al.67 argued that the solid rheological

response of the molten nanocomposites originates from large

frictional interactions between dispersed silicate layers. The

surface loops (SLs) shown in Fig. 7 do not contribute to the

connection of clay sheets, as discussed in the percolation

threshold. However, they might facilitate the diffusion of clay

sheets. The higher ratio of SLs in the DK4/CTPB will weaken the

strength of the network which requires particle–polymer

connectivity.

Shih and co-workers45 studied space-filling colloidal networks

and proposed a scaling law (referred to as the Shih model) which

is based on the concept of a particle network of fractal flocs that

aggregate. Vermant et al. adapted the Shih model to clay nano-

composites to predict viscoelastic properties with increased clay

fraction:32

G0P f f(3+x)/(3�df), for f [ fPer, (3)

where G0p is the clay/CTPB plateau storage modulus at low

frequencies, or the equilibrium modulus G0 ¼ lim
u/0

G
0 ðuÞ, df is

the fractal dimension of the aggregate network, and x is an

exponent which depends on the number of particles per aggre-

gate. Similarly the critical strain is expressed as

gc f f�(1+x)/(3�df) (4)

Only data at the clay content far above the percolation threshold

are used when analyzing the linear viscoelastic properties of clay/

CTPB nanocomposites according to the Shih/Vermant model.

The equilibrium modulus G0 is taken from the storage modulus

G0 plateau as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), as limiting values of G0

at the lowest accessible frequencies. The data and nonlinear

regression of G0 and gc are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b). In the log–

log scale, the points of G0 of DK1/CTPB and DK4/CTPB both

render straight lines as predicted by the power-law in eqn (3). gc

shows the proposed linear behavior for DK4/CTPB, but not for

DK1/CTPB where it is almost independent of the clay content.

Simultaneously fitting of eqn (3) and (4) to the data results in

values of x and df.
32,68 x and df for DK4/CTPB were found as

�0.169 and 2.391, respectively. This is in contradiction to

assumptions in the Shih/Vermant model which requires that

x values should always be positive. The failure of linear regres-

sion of gc of DK1/CTPB and a negative value of the solved x for

DK4/CTPB suggest that neither of two nanocomposites fits

the Shih/Vermant model. This should not surprise since
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 8 (a) The equilibrium modulus G0 and (b) the critical strain gc of

DK1/CTPB and DK4/CTPB nanocomposites as a function of the clay

content (far above the percolation threshold value). The solid lines are

a linear regression (in a double-logarithmic scale) according to eqn (3)

and (4). The critical strain gc of DK1/CTPB fails in the nonlinear

regression. Only the points above 6 wt% are used for the fitting.
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particle–polymer interaction is not taken into account in the

Shih/Vermant model, in which the elastic backbone of the con-

nected network is approximated to be a linear chain of springs.

This assumption does not apply to DK1/CTPB and DK4/CTPB

nanocomposites, for the bridge molecules connecting clay sheets

play an important role in the network formation.

For comparison and a check for the need of the end func-

tionalization, we used PB without end group in stand of CTPB.

The corresponding rheological experiments showed that the

polymer and clay interaction is very weak.11–13
5. Conclusions

A final stable clay dispersion was achieved by heating the

nanocomposites to a temperature above 100 �C, but without

applying flow. Solid behavior was observed above a fairly low

threshold concentration of clay. The existing network structure

causes the storage modulus to plateau in the low frequency range

and to shear thin at large shear strain. The vast difference

between the high frequency dynamic moduli between Clay/CTPB

nanocomposites and those of pure CTPB confirms the strong

interaction between the polymer and the clay surfaces. The

interaction between the organically modified clay and end-

functionalized molecules essentially contributes to the network

formation.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
Under comparable conditions, DK4 was found to exfoliate

faster in CTPB than DK1, as shown in Fig. 2. This is attributed

to the wider spacing between clay sheets when applying the large

counterion of DK4. The high compatibility of the two-tailed

counterion with CTPB is also assumed to contribute to this

accelerated ripening of the structure. The wider spacing due to

the larger counterion, however, weakens the network connec-

tivity. When comparing to DK1/CTPB, DK4/CTPB requires

a higher clay concentration to percolate. Also, DK4/CTPB forms

the gel with the lower modulus. These network properties are

attributed to a dominant steric effect of the counterion on the

clay surface. The two-armed counterions in DK4 hinder CTPB

from attaching to the clay surface, which results in a weaker

polymer–clay interaction and a lower concentration of bridge

molecules.
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